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The two boys stood on the bridge and gazed down at the homeless man curled up
beside the rail tracks. In the night’s hush, they could hear his irregular snoring.
“Come on, Wayne,” Ted whispered. “Go on. It’s just a game!”
Wayne moved the fishing rod slightly to the right, hands trembling, until the hook
hovered above the bum’s crumpled cap.
“What if he wakes up and comes for us?” Wayne hissed.
“Then we skedaddle!” Ted winked at him. “Now shut up and get his fucking cap!”
Biting his lip, Wayne unreeled a few more inches of the line and zeroed the hook in
on the cap. Twice the sharp metal tip slid off the fabric. Just as he guided the hook
toward its goal once more, Ted gave the rod a hard shove – and then quickly jumped
aside.
“Hey!” Wayne cried – then the fishing line connected with the high-tension power
line above the tracks.
There was a loud hiss, the metallic smell of ozone, and blue fire engulfed Wayne’s
body. With utter fascination Ted watched the boy jerk and twitch as the electricity
burned his nerves and cooked his brains.
Then, stiff as a statue, Wayne fell flat on his face. The rod fell.
Below, the homeless man awoke with a start. Bloodshot eyes stared up at the boy on
the bridge.
Theodore ‘Ted’ Bundy grinned down at him.
Then he ran, elated, feeling that this night would change his life forever.
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